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Nitai’s mischief 

p Nit would drink Malini’s milk (even though she didn’t have any) 

p Nt would always pick quarrel, therefore, LCM ordered him to sop. 

p Nt takes off dhoti and wraps like turban 
 
Nitai & Malini 

p LCM would not eat anything at the house of Srivasa unless Narayani cooked 
 
The Crow steals Srivasa’s paraphernalia 

p One day Mal arrange puja paraphernalia for Srivasa 

p Crow comes and steals brass cup 

p Mal worry Srivasa would be upset 

p Cries 

p Nt arrive: what is the trouble; don’t worry 

p Nt calls for crow 

p Crow returns, what is the problem 

p Get the cup 

p Crow flies to tree and returns the cup 

p Malini offers prayers 

p Nt: I will eat 

p Milk begins to flow from Mal. breasts 
 
Nitai in His Birthday suit 

p Nt goes to LCM w/o clothes on 

p LCM: why aren’t you wearing any clothes 

p Nt: Yes! Yes! 

p LCM: Put your clothes on 

p Nt: Today I will go 

p LCM: Why do you act like this? 

p Nt: I can not eat anymore 

p LCM: When I ask you a question why do you answer something different? 

p Nt: I went there 10 times 

p LCM (angry): OK, SM’s not here. Please get dressed 

p Nt: I will eat 

p LCM dresses Nt 
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Nitai & SM 

p SM would hear Nt and think He sounds just like VR 

p SM offers the sandesh she had just cooked 

p Nt throws it out the door 

p SM: why did you do that 

p Nt: Why did you give it to me all at once? 

p SM: now you have nothing to eat; I wanted to give you something to eat. What will 
you eat now? 

p Nt, No, it is still here. If you look you will find. 

p SM looks at plate inside and sees it all there (but has grass & leaves in it) 

p SM: how did it get here? 
 


